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Abstract: In order to simplify the threshold determination, reduce the inter-pixel cross-talk, and improve the storage density for
high-density volume holographic data storage, a two-dimensional constant-weight sparse modulation code is proposed. The
evaluation criteria and design rules are investigated based on the page-oriented optical data storage system. Coding parameters are
optimized to achieve large channel capacities. An 8:16 modulation code is designed to reduce the raw bit error rate and its performances are experimentally evaluated. A raw bit error rate of the magnitude of 10−4 is obtained with a single-data-page storage
and 10−3 with multiplexing.
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1 Introduction
Modulation codes are widely used in data storage, such as magnetic storage (Davey et al., 1994) and
optical storage (Song et al., 2006). The purpose of a
modulation code is to constrain the signal patterns in
the time domain or space domain, to forbid certain
patterns from appearing that are more likely to be
corrupted by the channel, and to demand other patterns that are helpful for a given detection scheme
(Coufal et al., 2000). A typical example of a modulation code is the eight-to-fourteen modulation (EFM)
used by compact discs (CD) (Immink, 2004).
In order to reduce the inter-pixel cross-talk and
improve detection accuracy, modulation codes are
usually introduced in volume holographic data storage (VHDS) (Burr et al., 1997; Kim and Lee, 2009).
Unlike the modulation codes for traditional data
*
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storage which relate to a one-dimensional (1D)
channel, the modulation codes for VHDS are two
dimensional (2D) which relate to parallel channels.
According to the number of gray levels of each pixel,
modulation codes are divided into binary modulation
codes (Burr et al., 1997) and gray-level modulation
codes (Heanue et al., 1995). The former are commonly adopted to simplify the coding. Depending on
whether or not the ratio of the white pixels is constant,
binary modulation codes are further divided into
constant-weight modulation codes and variableweight modulation codes (Hwang et al., 2002; Chen
and Chiueh, 2007). For uniform object beam and
simple threshold determination, constant-weight
modulation codes are often used in VHDS. This paper
focuses on constant-weight modulation codes.
Assuming the codeword is a rectangular block
containing q (=m×n) pixels where t pixels are ON, the
codeword can represent Ctq (=q!/((q–t)!t!)) different

signals, whose information capacity is p = log 2 Ctq .
The coding rate is defined as r=p/q, and the code
weight is defined as w=t/q. The codes are known as
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balanced modulation codes when w is equal to 0.5,
and the codes are known as sparse modulation codes
when w is less than 0.5. The codes with w larger than
0.5 are less used. In general, a constant-weight
modulation code is denoted by its coding rate (p:q).
Among constant-weight codes, balanced modulation codes, such as the 6:8 modulation code, have
the maximal coding rate (Burr et al., 1998). However,
sparse modulation codes may achieve higher storage
density (King and Neifeld, 2000), since the storage
density is affected not only by the single page capacity but also by the number of pages that can be multiplexed in the same volume. In this paper, the
evaluation criteria and design rules are investigated
based on the page-oriented optical data storage system. Coding parameters are optimized to achieve
large channel capacities. An 8:16 2D constant-weight
sparse modulation code is designed to reduce the raw
bit error rate and its performances are experimentally
evaluated.

2 Evaluation criteria

As a kind of channel code, modulation codes can
be evaluated by the common criteria used in communication theory, including:
1. Bit error rate (BER). With respect to modulation codes, the BER criterion refers in particular to
raw bit error rate, which is defined as the BER of the
data before error correction decoding. The purpose of
modulation codes is to reduce the raw BER of the
channel. As a result, the raw BER after modulation
decoding is the primary index of performance under
the same conditions.
2. Coding rate. With the same size of data pages,
the raw capacity of a single page is determined by the
coding rate. Theoretically, a lower coding rate indicates a stronger correction capability, but usually a
smaller storage capacity. A trade-off should be made
between BER and storage capacity. The coding rate of
a modulation code should be appropriately chosen so
that the storage density approaches the maximum and
the channel capacity is close to the Shannon limit
(Shannon, 1948).
3. Complexity. The time costs of modulation
encoding and decoding are nonignorable. They
should be considered for various modulation schemes.

The complexity of encoding and decoding should be
reduced so that the modulation code can be easily
implemented by software or hardware.

3 Coding rules

Unlike 1D modulation codes, modulation codes
for VHDS need to map 1D data streams onto 2D data
pages, while meeting the specific limiting conditions
in a data page. The state splitting algorithm (Immink
et al., 1998) may be employed to design the 2D
modulation codes. However, due to the large amount
of allowable codewords, the state splitting process
and combining process in the code design become too
complicated, especially during the design of a
high-efficiency 2D modulation code. For simplicity
and practicability, a forbidden codeword rejection
method is used as follows.
1. To avoid difficulties in threshold determination during the detection stage, and to smooth the
object beam, constant-weight modulation codes are
used in this study. The ratio of ON pixels to OFF
pixels is constant (Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Basic rules of a constant-weight modulation code
Each 3×3 block represents a codeword, where white squares
denote ‘1’ (ON) and black squares denote ‘0’ (OFF). (a)
Codewords with the same number of 1’s, allowed; (b) Codewords with different numbers of 1’s, forbidden

2. A variety of noises exist in the VHDS channel.
The brightness noise of ‘0’ pixels might exceed that of
‘1’ pixels, which leads to an incorrect decision
(Fig. 2).
To solve this problem, another rule is applied
and the codewords shown in Fig. 3a are forbidden.
According to this rule, Fig. 2b is correctly detected as
the codeword represented by Fig. 2a, not Fig. 2c.
3. ‘1’ pixels around ‘0’ pixels should be no more
than three to reduce the inter-pixel cross-talk (Fig. 3b).
This rule comes from the low-pass feature of VHDS
(Ashley and Marcus, 1998). If a codeword depicted in
Fig. 3b is stored, then the ‘0’ pixels might be lightened
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by the surrounding ‘1’ pixels and a detection error
might occur in the retrieved image.

(a)

(b)

The strength of the readout signal depends on the
magnitude of the diffraction efficiency. Suppose that
each pixel could be read out correctly only when its
average diffraction efficiency is larger than a certain
threshold η th* :

(c)

2

Fig. 2 Ambiguous decision in modulation codes
(a) Recorded codeword; (b) Image acquired by the image
sensor; (c) Codeword after binary decision (the brightness of
each pixel is sorted in descending order and the first three
pixels are marked as 1’s). This result is unexpected

⎛M/#⎞ 1
.
η ∝⎜
⎜ M ⎟⎟ wq
⎝ page ⎠
*
th

(3)

For a specific image sensor, η th* should be a constant,
and thus the number of data pages that can be stored
in a VHDS system is
M page ∝

(a)

η th* wq

.

(4)

(b)

Fig. 3 Forbidden codewords in modulation coding
(a) Adjacent pixels should not be 1’s at the same time;
(b) Codeword that has four ‘1’ pixels around ‘0’ pixels is
forbidden

4 Coding parameters

After the establishment of the coding rules, the
coding parameters are chosen to optimize the raw
BER, coding rate, and complexity. There are two
main parameters for constant-weight modulation
codes: code weight w and the size of the coding block
n (the coding block is assumed to be square, m=n).
First, the choice of code weight w is discussed.
The diffraction efficiency η is in inverse proportion to the square of the number of data pages
Mpage stored in a VHDS system (Mok et al., 1996):
2

⎛M/#⎞
,
η ∝⎜
⎜ M ⎟⎟
⎝ page ⎠

(1)

where M/# is the dynamic range of the material. If
divided equally by each ‘1’ pixel, the diffraction efficiency that each ‘1’ pixel could obtain is
2

⎛M/#⎞ 1
.
η ∝⎜
⎜ M ⎟⎟ t
⎝ page ⎠
*

M/#

(2)

The channel capacity could be expressed as
C ( w) = M page ⋅ I p ( w) ⋅ q,

(5)

where Ip(w) is the information that each pixel could
represent. According to the information theory
(Shannon, 1948), it should meet the following
equation:
I p ( w) ≤ R0 ( w) = − w log 2 w − (1 − w) log 2 (1 − w), (6)
where R0(w) is the information entropy. Thus, the
limit of the channel capacity could be expressed as
Cmax (w) ∝

q ⋅M / #

ηth* w

[ −w log2 w − (1 − w)log2 (1 − w)].
(7)

With respect to balanced modulation codes
(w=0.5), the limit of the channel capacity Cmax(w)
changed with the code weight w (Fig. 4). When the
code weight is around 20%, the channel capacity
reaches its maximum. It means that although spare
modulation codes make the coding rate less than 1
and the capacity of a single data page is somewhat
decreased, the number of multiplexed pages in the
same volume will increase. In consideration of the
dynamic range of the material for VHDS, the total
capacity of the system will increase instead.
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structure. ‘Constant-weight’ indicates that the number
of ‘1’ pixels in the codeword is constant. ‘Sparse’
specifies that the code weight is less than 0.5.

1.2

Cmax(w)/Cmax(0.5)

1.0
0.8
0.6

5 Implementation and experiments
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

0.8

w

Fig. 4 The relationship between the limit of the channel
capacity and code weight

In order to determine n and w under the current
coding rules, the relative capacities of VHDS systems
(C(w)/C(0.5)) with n=3–6 and various w are calculated here (Fig. 5). The corresponding code weight
where the relative capacity reaches its maximum is
smaller than that of the theoretical maximum capacity
limit as shown in Fig. 4, because modulation codes
have deleted partial codewords. The bigger the coding
block, the larger the maximum value of relative capacity. However, too big a coding block leads to the
increase of complexity and too small a coding block
leads to the decrease of the coding rate. According to
known research (King and Neifeld, 2000), the coding
block size n is chosen ranging from 3 to 5, and n=4,
w=3/16 are selected here (that is, 3 pixels are set as ‘1’
pixels out of 16 pixels). It facilitates the encoding and
decoding with a higher coding rate 8:16.

In order to verify the performances of the proposed sparse modulation codes, an experimental
setup is built (Fig. 6). The light emitted by a diode
pump laser (DPL) with a wavelength of 532 nm is
reflected by a first polarization beam splitter (PBS)
which filters out infrared light, and then the light is
divided into two beams by a second PBS. Each beam
is controlled by a shutter, followed by a spatial filter
and beam expander. The object beam enters the
polymer after modulation by a reflecting spatial light
modulator (SLM) whose resolution is 1280×768. The
reference beam enters the polymer after reflection by
two mirrors. The polymer is inclined for substantially
symmetrical incidence of the object beam and the
reference beam, reducing the impact due to shrinkage.
The resolution of CCD is 768×576.

DPL ( λ = 532 nm)
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λ /2

Shutter
Shutter
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Fig. 5 Influences of block size and code weight on the
relative capacity

The modulation code described above is the
proposed ‘2D constant-weight sparse modulation
code’. ‘2D’ means that the codeword has a 2D

Lens

Lens

Mirror

Aperture Lens

PBS

SLM

Fig. 6 Optical setup to verify the performances of modulation codes
DPL: diode pump laser; PBS: polarization beam splitter;
SLM: spatial light modulator

Both the encoding and decoding of the 2D constant-weight sparse modulation code are created experimentally by software. The coding table (8 bits
user data→4×4 codeword) is constructed as follows:
(1) screen out 276 possible codewords according to
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coding rules in Section 3; (2) delete those codewords
that have a Hamming distance of 2 from other
codewords at most times (there are 4 in total); (3)
recalculate the Hamming distances, and delete the
codewords that have a Hamming distance of 2 from
other codewords at most times again (there are 16 in
total), and the number of the remaining codewords is
256. The encoding process could be completed by
querying the coding table, and the decoding process
could be accomplished by binary sorting and minimum distance decoding. Partial coding table of the
2D constant-weight sparse modulation code is shown
in Fig. 7.

translational stages. The multiplexing interval is
200 μm, and 20 data pages are multiplexed. The SNR
and the raw BER with and without modulation codes
of the 4th, 7th, 10th, 14th, and 17th data page are
shown in Table 2. Generally speaking, the raw BER
could be decreased by one order of magnitude using
2D constant-weight sparse modulation codes, and
drop to 10−3 with the SNR around 3.8, which ensures
subsequent interleaving and error correction.
Table 1 Performances of single page storage
SNR Modulation Capacity (bit) Error (bit) Raw BER
No
4928
69
0.014
4.03
Yes
2464
0
<4.0×10−4
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio; BER: bit error rate

Table 2 Performances of multiplexing storage

Fig. 7 Partial coding table of the two-dimensional constant-weight sparse modulation code

Encoding and decoding procedures are as shown
in Fig. 8. Data is stored and recovered by encoding,
storage, readout, division, and decoding.

Storage & Readout

No. SNR Modulation Capacity (bit) Error (bit) Raw BER
4 3.82
No
3328
38
0.011
Yes
1664
2
1.2×10−3
7 3.78
No
3328
46
0.014
Yes
1664
1
6.0×10−4
10 3.88
No
3328
44
0.013
Yes
1664
4
2.4×10−3
14 3.70
No
3328
50
0.015
Yes
1664
2
1.2×10−3
17 3.62
No
3328
47
0.014
Yes
1664
2
1.2×10−3
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio; BER: bit error rate

Encoding

6 Conclusions
Division
Decoding

Fig. 8 Encoding and decoding procedures of the proposed
modulation code

For single-page storage, the results are shown in
Table 1. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the retrieved page is 4.03. If decoded as none-modulated
data, it could represent 4928 bits data, with 69 bits
error, and the raw BER is 0.014. If decoded as
modulated data, 2464 bits data could be represented.
Although the data capacity drops to one half, no error
is detected, and the raw bit error is less than 4×10−4.
Random speckle modulation is used in the reference path. Multiplexing is achieved through moving the storage material by computer-controlled

In order to simplify the threshold determination,
reduce the inter-pixel cross-talk, and decrease the raw
BER, modulation codes are introduced in the channel
processing of the volume holographic data storage. It
is discovered from theoretical analysis that a larger
capacity could be achieved using sparse modulation
codes whose code weight is less than 0.5 when the
dynamic range of the material is constant. Accordingly, a 2D constant-weight sparse modulation code is
proposed. Corresponding coding rules are established,
and proper coding parameters are chosen to maximize
the channel capacity. An 8:16 modulation code is
designed to reduce the raw BER and its performances
are experimentally evaluated. A raw BER of the
magnitude of 10−4 is obtained with a single-data-page
storage and 10−3 with multiplexing.
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